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erally reserved for the Fourth of J u l y ;
while large family gatlierings a n d reunions, though still common a t Christmas, oftener, perhaps, take place at
Thank.'^giving. Doubtless this change is
for t h e better, but i t has robbed t h e
Cliristmas time of considerable of its
former romance and importance.

N o . 3.

tolerated because something else may be
a greater wrong.
I S S U E D MO.NTHI^Y
The fact that such an arguments should
During the Sessions of J O H N B . STETSO.V
be resorted to only reveals more clearly
UNIVERSITY.
how hard pressed for any argument are
the defenders of the prize fight.
Subscription Vric.e $1.00 Per Year.
However t h e statement that such a
Single Cojtien, l.'i Cents.
contest as that proposed is less brutal, or
no Aim or
EniTons.
less brutalizing in its tendency, than footTHOS J . LAW,
- EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
We regret t h a t our young lady students ball Is clearly false. Even if we admit
(iR.\CE HOWARD, ASSOCIATE E D I T O R
cannot, or rather will not, sp.ire the time that t h e likelihood of serious or fatal
EDITH H.VKKNESS, - L I T H R A R V E D I T O R
and effort necessary to maintain a good injuries is as great or greater in t h e
HARRIET HARKNESS, E.XCHANOE E D I T O R
literary society. We regret equally as latter, still that does not necessardy make
ROBT. L . LOVELL, - LOCAL EDITOR
much that so many of the young men ap- it the more brutal. Brutality is the sine
GUY REYNOLDS,
BUSINESS MANAGER
pear to take so little interest in this kind qua non of the slugging match, and gives
of work. AVith the number of students to it its chief interest. The brutalities
Entered nt tho P o s t Offleo a t DeLand, Fla.,
as second-class mail m a t t e r .
now attending the University, t h e young (as perhaps they are rightly termed) of
ladies ought to have a large society and foot-ball, on the other hand, are not
EDITORIAL N O T E S .
the membcrehip of the Stetson House of essential features of the sport, nor are they
Commons ought to be a t least twice what the cause of t h e mterest which a game
THE Coi.LiuiiATE wishes all its readers
excites.
it now is. Of cour.«e, all students can
a very happy and successful new year.
give reasons why they should not attend
They are merely the accidents of w h a t
a literary society "just now." B u t the is in itself a noble and manly sjiort. We
President Tlnvini;;, in his book "Within
have no intention or desire to defend the
College Willis," again calls attention to chief reason of the neglect of the society
is that the students do not appreciate its objectionable features of foot-ball as
the pre-eminence of college graduates in
value or importance. If thej' did, we now played; undoubtedly there ought to
tho active life and thought of the world.
From an examination of the biographies think they would not so hastily dismiss be regulations which would prevent
occurrences such as have recently disof thousands of distinguished men, h e the matter with an "Oh, I h.aven't time
for society meetings; I have too much graced so many foot-ball teams. B u t
concludes that tlic chances of achieving
else to do." We should like to repeat every lover of true sport will object to a
the highest .success are 250 in favor of
the college man to one in favor of t h e what we have said before, that the soci- comparison of foot-boot, even at its worst,
ety furnishes the best opportunity of ob- with the slugging match, or prize fight.
non-collegian. President Tlnving is a
rareful investigator, and doubtless his taining a certain important and needed
T h e u n d e r g r a d u a t e s of H a r v a r d
concUision is a correct one. His discus- training, \\hich, from t h e nature of t h e
case, cannot be obtained in t h e class- University will present on April 19th
>ion of this subject and t h e figures h e
room. After all, the work of the society T e r e n c e ' s c o m e d y of
"Phormio."
f,'ives would be good reading for those
who contend that a college education un- is so different from the ordinary work of T h i s will be the first time a Latin play
the student, that it affords an agreeable
lits a man for the active duties of life.
has been given at t h e C a m b r i d g e
change and recreation, and really takes
school.
" P h o r m i o " w a s chosen b e The last decade has witnessed a great very little time from his regular studies.
cause it a p p r o a c h e s nearer
than
change in the manner of celebrating
m
a
n
y
others
to
the
m
o
d
e
r
n
play.
Its
Certain Florida newspapers, in their
Christmas in the South. Ten years ago
eagerness to have t h e Corbett-lNIitchell plot is somewhat more complicated
Christmas here was like t h e Northern
Christmas, Fourth of .July and Tiiaiiks- fight take place at Jacksonville, have ad- than those usually attempted. I t is,
giving all combined. T h e t w o latter duced some very remarkable arguments however, comparatively m o d e r n in its
in its favor. A fair sample is t h e asser- t o n e a n d d e v e l o p m e n t . T h e old R o were observed only iu certain sections of
tion that t h e so-called "scientific glovethe South, cliiotly in the large towns and
man c u s t o m of reserving iheir plays
contest" is n o t so brutal as a game of
cities. Now the ob.'ervance of these holfor
festival occasions suggested April
football. Even if this statement were
'flfiys, though not so universal here as in
19th
as the date of the performance to
true it would be about as sensible and
the Northern States, is t h e rule, not the
t
h
e
committee
in charge, as it is t h e
logical
to
defend
t
h
e
slugging
match
on
(exception, Partly for this cause, perthat ground as it would be to defend rob- anniversary of t h e C o n c o r d .fight.
•laps, the Southern Christinas bus lost
'uuch of its old-time character.
Noise bery because it is not quite so serious a Sanders' theatre will b e t h e scene of
crime as murder. I t has never yet been the novel presentation.
and fire-works are no longer considered
essential to its celebration, b u t are gen- established t h a t one wrong should be
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THE STETSON COLLEGIATE.
A Parable of t h e Gates.
BY JOAQUIN .MILLER.

" J IOW shall man surely save his soul ?"
1 1 'Twas sunset by the Jordan. Gates
Of light were closing, and the whole
Vast heaven hung darkened as the fates.
"How shall man surely save his soul?" he said.
As fell the liingly day, discrowned and dead.
Then Christ said. Hear this Parable:
Two men set forth to journey fast
And reach a place ere darkness fell
And closed the gates ere they had passed.
Two worthy men, each free alike from sin.
But one did seek most sure to enter in.
And so when in their path did lay
A cripple with a broken staff,
This one did pass straight on his way,
While one did stoop and give the half
His strength, and all his bread did nobly share
Till they at sunset saw their city fair.

character of the elder brother, and ventured to suggest that tiie hitter's sin of
the dispoHtion might be quite as culpable as the former's sin of the bodji.
W e all know the jdeasant eftect of contact with cheerful, genial dispositions;
the inspimtion to progress which we catch
from oue who firmly believes t h a t the
world is ever moving onward and upward. Oh, that we might catch enough
of the glow to keep our own countenances
ever bright. Then we would give a fair
start to that epidemic which we wouhl
find quite contagitnis—good humor.
INFLUENCES OF THE COLUMBIAN E X P O S I T I O N .

A

S the four liundreth anniversary of
the great discovery of Columbus
drew near, it seemed to many representative American citizens, desirable
that it should be made the occasion of a
celebration such as would be an appropriate recognition of so important an hisMeanwhile the man who cared to save
torical event. In the judgment of our
Another, as he would be saved.
Came slowly on; gave bread, and gave
most prominet statesmen and business
Cool waters; and he stopped and laved
men, an international exposition was t h e
The wounds. At last; bent double with his
only thing worthy to commemorate this
weight •
He passed, unchid, the Porter's private gate. great event. Accordingly, in less than
four years after a location had been deHear then this lesson; hear and learn.
cided upon, the World's Fair, as it was
He who would save his soul, I say,
Must lose his soul; must dare to turn
commonly known, was completed and
And lift the fallen by the way;
had been viewed by millions of people.
Must make his soul worth saving by some
But. the wish for a celebration of the
deed
discovery of the American continent was
That grows and grows, as grows a fruitful
seed.
not the only purpose of the fair. Tne
United States felt justly proud of her
WANTED-MORE OPTIMISTS.
achievements and desired an opportunity
to show her progress, as well as that of
ARIETY is the spice of life." Prob- other nations, in the arts and sciences.
Many expositions have been held for
ably this truth accounts for the
warm welcome which the world in- similar purposes, and all have been provariably gives to the genial ojnimist. " I t ductive of good. Placing the products of
takes all sortscf people to make a world,"
one country side by side with those of
so we are told, but, sad to relate, of no another, nece.s.sitates comparison. Thus
sort is there a smaller proportion or a
each perceives defects and strives to
greater need than of the very kind indiremedy them. A s p r i t of rivalry is alcated by our .subject.
ways an incentive to progress. WhPn
one country evinces superiority in any
If a friend shnuld accuse you to-day of
direction, that superiority
becomes
being, a pessimist, uo doubt you would
resent the charge with an injured sense of doubly a blessing, if by it some other naits injustice. Reflect, however, for a few- tion is encouraged to greater endeavor
moments. , Are you not forced to admit and grander achievement.
its fiiirness ? Does the world not someSuch an ex])Osition could not be other
times seem to you upside down? Does
than an incalculable benefit to all nanot nature seem most indulgent to her
tions, either joining in the exhibits or
least obedient children? Does not the
sending their citizens to see them. Of
world fail to recognize those most worthy
course the fair was pre-eminently beneof its notice, and constantly put forward
ficial to America. We have been led to
those who are least deserving? Do your
see that some European countries surgood works and better motives receive
pass America in t h e cjuality of arts and
half the appreciation due?
manufactures. This discovery will inSkillfully has Drummond turned aside duce American artists, inventors and
our attention from the prodigal son to the manufacturers, to improve their wares.
Then he who would make sure ran fast
To reach the golden sunset gate.
Where captains and proud chariots pjissed.
But lo! this proud man came too late I
The gate was closed, and all night long he
cried;
He cried and cried, but never watch replied.

V

Doubtless there will ho a marked improvenient in all lines of Americau i,,.
d u s t r y a s t h e result of suggestions gathered at the fair.
Tiie C^entennial clearly revealed the
fact t h a t America had scarcely made a
beginning in art. But in the "seventeen
years that elapsed between that exposition and this, wonderful progress was
made. As a class, Americans have been
80 much absorbed in accumulating material wealth t h a t they have had neither
the time nor the taste to cultivate the
fine arts. But this mammon-woi-sliip is
^.assing away and an appreciation of
beauty and culture is taking its place.
Our people have discovered that there
are other and truer enjoyments than are
to be found in gaining riches. The
proof of this is apparent in the efforts to
make everything about the fair artistic
and beautiful. T h e exhibits could have
been displayed iust as well in buildings
of half the cost of those t h a t wvva erected, but had such a policy been pursued,
many of the good results of the faircould
not have been realized.
It was only a just tribute to that great
country,//(t; WesI, t h a t t h e fair ..-houldbe
held in its commercial centre. Chicago
is the metropolis of a vast re.s,inn, and a
city dear to the hearts of the Western
people. It stands as a representative of
t h e push and enterprise which they consider their especial characteristics. It
may be that they are more interested in
the wealth and wonderful growth of die
city than they are in its progress in the
arts and sciences. If this is tlic ca.se, the
infiuences wliich will be the >
the fair are the more needed 1
people.
The pioneers of t h e West w.io usually
poor people w h o came to seek better
business openings t h a n they could find in
the Eastern States. Land was to be had
for the asking and the prairies were easily cultivated and very productive. But
shut out from such intellectual nnd moral
advantages as are to be had in a more
thickly populated region, they lost interest in t h e arts and their children were
brought up in ignorance of them. As
facilities for communication increased,
the condition of aflairs improved. The
Western i)Copl(^ now show an earnest
desire for knowledge. They are conscious of t h e superior culture of the
E a s t nnd are striving to reaidi the
same intellectual standard. Such efforts
are worthy of help and encouriigement
such as will necessarily come from holding the Exi)nsition at Chicago. The location of the fair in ,this great Western
metropolis made it possible for a vast
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number of the middle class to visit it
who never could have done so had it
been held at one side of the continent.
It has been estimated t h a t eigbty-iive per
cent, of the visitoi-s to the fair came
from a radius of three h u n d r e d miles
about Chicigo. If this is the case the
exposition has inttuenced most those who
needed it most.
Who can estimate w h a t each of these
visitors has carried away with him as
food for thought? Those interested in
particular fields of work have made an
especial study of the exhibits in those
lines and have derived many helpful ideas.
Many a mind has been diverted into new
channels, and new ideals and ambitions
have been awakened. I t has inspired
many a tired person to take up life's
work with renewed courage. Even t h e
much talked of Midway Plaissance has
fulfilled a missicm in amusing those who
needed amusement, and in showing
the curious lustoms of other lands. It
is true that wbat was really best in the
Plaii^sance was not always most appreciated. However, t h e best is always
recognized by a few and never fails to do
good. It is doubtless, also true, t h a t t h e
best of the exposition, considered as a
whole, was not fully apprcKsiated except
by a few, yet with such a variety of exhibits, with such ample and beautiful
grounds, with such varied and impressive architecture, all must have found
something to interest and benefit them.
The fair is over, but its influence will
continue. .lust how much good will be
realized cannot now be predicted, nor
can we foretell what deinirtments of
science, art, or industry will be alYected
most; but it is certain that tbe fair has
been a mighty factor in American life
and cannot fail to have a profound and
far-reaching influence.
Ministerial
Student,
solemnly—
"Are you very familiar with the Bible,
MissL?"
Miss T - — " N o , sir.
I have never
read the Bible very m u c h , b u t I h a v e
studied the c a t a l o g u e a great d e a l . "
C o o k — " H a d a g o o d d i n n e r to-day,
didn't yer?"
Hungry S t u d e n t — " O h ,
I don't
know."
Cook—."Don't yer r e m e m b e r w h a t
yer had for d i n n e r ? "
Student—"No."
Cook, b e a m i n g l y — " L e m o n
didn't yer?"

pie,

TRAITS OF LINCOLN'S CHARACTER.
BRAHAM LINCOLN owed a great
deal of his success in life to
traits of character inherited from
bis
mother.
She
was
a noble,
heroic,
capable woman,
who, although she died young, taught her
children to read, and thus laid the foundation of their education. But it devolved
upon the step-mother to continue the
education and training of the Lincoln
children, for, although the father was a
g(jod-natured and i)opular man, he w'as
inefficient aud unsuccessful in what he
undertook, moreover, he had no ambition
to have bis children well taught.
.\brahain Lincoln's early life was filled
with much hardship and privation. But
this was not an unfortunate' thing for
him, for it made him strong and selfreliant.
I n this early training he obtained t h a t very valuable part of his education, which could not be derived from
books, namely, his great insight into human nature.
I n the back-woods school to which
young Lincoln went, there was no class in
English Composition.
But he was so
eager to be trained in the accurate and
forceful use of his own language, that he
proposed to take it up, with the aid of the
school-master. His very first attempt in
this line was a composition protesting
against cruelty to animals. This fact
shows how very kind of heart he was,
even-in youth, a time when most boys are
regardless 6f the rights and the comforts
of d u m b animals.
Although he worked hard most of
the time for his father, he did not Uke
manual labor, but preferred reading,
cyphering and studying. His stepmother
says of him : " Abe read diligently.
H e read every book he could lay his
hands on, and when he came across a
liassage t h a t struck him he Avould write
it down on boards, if he had no paper,
and keep it there until he did get paper."
W h e n be was about twenty years old
be was clerk in a country grocery store.
One day a customer came to the store to
• pay his bill, which amounted to S2.06',
according to Lincoln's first calculation.
The customer, satisfied, promptly paid
the bill and left. A short time after i t
occurred to Lincoln to go over the bill
again, which he did, and found that he
had made a mistake of six and a quarter
cents. Most young men would have
t h o u g h t such a trifling sum not worth
tbe trouble of returning. But Lincoln
did not so consider it, he immediately
s h u t up the store and returned the money
although the customer lived between two

A

and three miles away. This is but one
of many incidents recorded of the trait
which won for him the title of "Honest
Old Abe."
A little later in his life Lincoln took up
the study of law. "Abe's progress in
law," said oue of his friends (aud the
n u m b e r of his friends equalled the number of those who knew him), "Abe's
progress in law was as surprising as the
intensity of his application to study.
He never lost a moment that might be
improved,"
As a lawyer he was thorough-going,
and was especially powerful when h e
felt t h a t right and justice were on his
side.
A number of years later be was nominated for a seat in Congress. I t was
then, when engaged in "stumping" the
district, that Lincoln manifested a remarkable talent for public speaking.
H e had a clear, vigorous Saxon style,
combined with a faculty for stating
things with precision. He used clinching arguments andshoAved a mind as acute
as it was logical.
One thing is certain, Lincoln was not
troubled with a false pride at any time
during his life. During his early years
the family were so poor that he had to
wear clothing which even to pioneer eyes
was considered miserably shabby. When
raised to the high office of President, he
did not consider it beneath his dignity to
attend to the most trivial matters t h a t
came to his notice. I t is said of him,
that shortly after he was elected President of his country, two young countrymen were ushered into his presence for
the purpose, as he learned upon inquiry,
of ascertaining whether the President
was of the same height as the inquirer.
Mr. Lincoln received the request as graciously as though it was of vital importance, and, marking off his height on the
door casing, showed them to their intense delight, that their surmises were
correct.
Mr. Lincoln possessed, besides his powerful reason, which enabled him to see
the difference between good and evil, the
true and the false, the just and the unjust, a tender adhesiveness to the good
and a violent repulsion from all wrong.
H e was also, as nmch as human being
coidd be, an unselfish man.
When filling the highest oflice his
country could bestow upon him, when
the government was in a most distressing condition, he raled the land with the
same cautious, far seeing judgment
which he had shown throughout all his
previous life. On account of his great
sympathy with "his soldiers," he grant-
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ed so many pai'dons from seemingly well
deserved punishments, that the regular
discipline of the army seemed endangered. He believed, as did that character
iu "Don Quixote," t h a t where justice
was hideterminate, mercy should rule.
With regard to Lincoln, wc may say
that he Avas characterized by unusual
reasoning ability, good common sense,
strict honesty, combined with a keen
sense of justice, and finally a love for the
good and true, together with a conscience
rendered vigorous by being reverenced
and obeyed.
Well might we say with t h a t great divine, Phillips Brooks, ".May God make
us worthy of the memory of Abraham
Lincoln."
"
H.
IDEALS.
HE term ideal is used with so many
diflerent significations that it is necessary for us to define the sense in
which we use it. By a person's ideal,
then, we mean what he regards as the
highest and best thing or state; iu other
words, his conception of the summnm
bomtm of existence. I t is what he sets
before himself as the object above all
others to be desired; and, since men generally strive most for what they deem
most desirable, we may also say that a
man's ideal is whatever it is his chief aim
to realize for himself.
Every man has an ideal of some kind,
whether it be high or low. What that
ideal is depends in part upon the character of the man. If his character be noble,
his ideal will be noble; if his character
be low, his ideal will be low.
On the other hand, it is certainly trae
that one's ideals mould his character.
Slowly but surely a man becomes like bis
ideals. No man's character is ever higher, no man's achievements ever greater
than his ideals. Hence the value of true
and noble ideals. Even though we may
fail to realize our ideals; though we may
miss thein farther because they are high;
nevertheless, tha rule will hold that the
higher the ideal, the higher the achievements.
"Pitch thy behavior low, thy projects high.
So Shalt thou humble and magnanimous be.
Sink not in spirit; who aimeth at the sky
Shoots higher much than he that means a
tree."
We have said that our ideals are in part
tho result of our characters. They are
further due to our education and the influence of those .about us. Thus it is important that oureducation and surroundings should be such as to give us correct
ideas of what are the truest and best
ideals.

T

Again, our ideals and purposes not

only help to form our own characters, but
they also luave their influence upon our
friends and associates. Thus one man's
high ideal may make the lives and purposes of a thousand better and nobler. I n
his ideals, as in other things, ''No man
liveth unto himself"
If right ideals are of such importance,
it follows that we should be sure that our
ideals are right; that our conception of
what is the be^t thing, the highest object
of life, should be a correct conception.
How are we to olitain a correct conception? How are we to know whether our
conception is a correct oue or not?
We
are unable to answer these questions
satisliictorily except by saying t h a t we
must take as our ideal the ideal of God,
so far as that is revealed to us; for, since
God alone has ab.solute knowledge of all
things, he alone knows t h e
true
and relative value of all
things,
can have an absolutely perfect ideal.
God's
purpose
for each man, if
he
fulfills it, means for him t h e
highest attainment possible. If a man
Avould gain the greatest success and attain the true end of life, his first care
should be to learn God's purpose regarding him.
We do not intend to preacii a sermon,
so have but one thing more to say.
God's ideal must be one which all men
can realize.
We see men setting up
wealth, honor, power, as the objects of
life. But these can be gained by only a
few. If they be the mmmum honam, the
great majority of men can never attain
them. But they are not. "A man's life consisteth not in the abundance of the things
which he possesseth."
" W h a t shall it
profit a man if he gain the whole
world and lose his own soul." I t is t h e
man, himself, not what he has, that is of
importance.
The true purpose of life is
not m.erely to get, but to be. The true
summnm honum is self-realization.
He
who realizes the highest possibilities of
himself as a man is the most truly successful. Yet we do not mean t h a t our
ideal should have reference only to ourselves personally. Man's highest ideal is
self-iealization for himself and selfrealization for his fellow men.
Professor—Suppose I say: If a m a n
beats his wife, he is a b r u t e .
This
man beats his wife; therefore, h e is a
brute.
S t u d e n t — I deny t h a t a m a n w h o
beats his wife is a b r u t e .
Professor ( s u r p r i s e d ) — Y o u n g man,
be care'ul w h a t you assert.
Better
keep some of your opinions lo yourself, else you will find yourself socially ostracised.

CHARACTER

IN

HANDWRITING

I

T is said t h a t character is shown by
handwriting.
To some extent this
statement is undoubtedly true. Peuinanship is always marked by individuality. It takes rare skill to be a forger and
it may be doubted if the cleverest forgcnis ever permanently successful. It is this
individuality of the pen that lies at the
bottom of the business world; for by far
the larger part of all business is done on
paper and depends upon signatures.
Tbe visitors at the fair had a nue
chance to trace t h e character of many of
our noted writers in the exhibit inadebv
Harper Brothers, S c r i b n e r s and the Century Company. This exhibit was located
in the Liberal Arts building, and consisted of a collection of autogiapli letters
and manuscripts of books.
General Wallace must write very
calmly and leisurely, to judge from the
manuscript of "Ben Hur." It is neatly
written in a very legible hand, perfectly
punctuated and with hardly a wonl
crossed out or an extra word inserted.
Charles Dudly Warner writes a small
hand, easily read, but with the lines in
crooked confusiou.
Walt Whitman,
however, scrawls out his writings in a
large handwriting. I t is a perfect crisscross of interlineation aud correction till
the printers must liave been tilled with
dismay'. T h e "copy" that Charles Egbert
Craddock used to furnish must have been
largely .sought after by the compositors;
for she used thick paper, set her linesfar
apart and wielded a heavy stub pen that
made her writings stand out on the
pages. Andrew Lang uses a great deal
of ink, but makes small, disconnected
letter.s. Henry M. Stanley seems to bea
hasty "writer and takes no time to punctuate. Mark Twain's manuscript looks
like t h e "copy" a breathless reporter
turns in after a big fire. Will Carleton's
writing looks like a lady's. Richard
Davis frequedtly crosses out words in his
writings. Thomas Bailey Aldrich writes
with a back-handed twist.
Somehow the manuscripts of Thomas
Nelson Page suggest a lazy man. They
are written in a crooked, school-boyish
handwriting and are very untidy. R.H.
Stoddard writes such a small hand that
the letters look like type. Amelia E.
Barr makes peculiar, large, round letters,
but they are easily read. H. C. Banner
seems to go over his writings, making
freiiuent corrections. He never thinks of
making a fresh copy when ho has
slashed into his manuscript. Bayard
Taylor wrote plainly, though in a nervous, hurried style.—Sekcted.
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MARRIAGES IN PERSIA.

OMAN in Persia is popularly
supposed to be a veiled, bejeweled being, the slave and
toy of a jealous lord—her natural end
the sack, the bowstring, or a despised
old age.

W

All this is a mistake.
In Persia a woman marries to fill
the place of confidant and friend to
her husband, to rule his household,
and, above all things, to be a mother
of his children.
As happens elsewhere, the marriages
of the rich are generally dictated by
policy, whilst those of the middle and
lower classes are often arranged by
their parents.
What we term love-matches are the
exception.
Persians as a rule try to arrange
what they consider suitable matches
for their children.
Polygamy is the exception and not
the rule, and where there are two or
more wives there are also two or more
establishments.
Neither lodgings, money, servants,
clothes nor jewels are held in common; and the only source of contention is the society of the husband.
But the wives, instead of being jealous rivals, are usually the best of
friends.
While it is quite true that theoretically a man can be rid of his wife by
saying before witnesses:
" T h o u art divorced," yet practically to obtain a divorce in Persia is
almost as difficult as it is in Europe.
In Persia the poorest woman does
not marry without a settlement, which
has to be made good in case of divorce, and at her marriage her rela
tives exact from the husband an acknowledgement of a far larger portion than is actually paid to him.
It is the Hability to pay this that
restrains the husband from divorce
save on the strongest grounds.
In cases where mutual distaste is
very strong and mutual divorce is
desired by both parties, the matter is
simply arranged by the wife agreeing

not to exact the whole or even part of
her settlement.
There is another safeguard against
frivolous divorce ; u divorced man or
woman does not find it easy to make
a respectable marriage.
The marriage of first cousins is the
favorite union.
The reason is that cousins have
been acquaintances and friends from
childhood, while to all the rest of the
world, save to her brothers and sisters,
the girl is a veiled mystery; so that,
unless there is mutual disinclination
or too great a disparity of age, the
Persian youth looks naturally to the
-'daughter of my uncle" as his future
wife.
Often the cousins are betrothed
from childhood. — Golden Moments.

convinced of the strength of Willjani's
passion, by the violence of his behav.
ior, or afraid of encountering a second
beating, consented to become his wife.
How he ever presumed to enter het
presence again, after such a series of
enormities, the chronicler sayeth not
and we are at a loss to imagine,"—
Home and Fireside.
Mr. James Gordon Bennett, pro
prieior of the New York flerald'(\^%
offered Harvard University the sura
of $i,ooo lor establishing a prize to
encourage journalism. — 77ie Wesltyan
Argus.
Have you any idea how much a
million dollars would weigh? Refer
ence is here made to the "coined
money of the realm," either gold or
silver. If in gold it will weigh 3,686
pounds and a fraction. Ii in yocent
silver dollars," its weight will be
56,931 p .unds avoirdupuise. or nearly twenty eight and onequarter tons.
Scene: Rhetoric class; subject;
Metonymy : (member of class)—
"Mss
, i- I should say, 'We
raised Cain,' would that be melon
ymy ?"
PROF. FORBES' LECTURE.
lIK fir.st of the IJnivei-sity Course of
Lectures was delivered in the Presbyterian church on Thursday evening, Decendjer 21st, by Prof. (i. M. Forbes
of Ro(diester. The house was well filled
in spite of cloudy and threatening
weather. The subject was "Bank
Checks and Bank Credit as Money.'
The lecture was both instructive and
entertaining. Prof. Forbes is an exceedingly (dear and forcible speaker, and
held the interest and attention of the
audience from the commencement to the
close of his address. Our reporter attempted to write a synopsis of the lecture for the CoM.EdT.ATE, but decided
that any such synopsis would do the
speaker such a great injustice, that he
(consigned his effort to the waste basket,
and merely advises all who can, to go
and hear the next lecture. On the
evening of .lanuary 4th, Prof. Forbes
will speak on the "Silver Question in the
United States." The third lecture of the
course will be delivered January llth
by Dr. John A. Broadus, of Louisville,
Ky.

T
CURIOUS

COURTSHIP.

The following extract from the life
of the wife of William the Conqueror
is exceedingly curious, as characteristic of the manners of a seini civilized
age and nation:
"After some years' delay, William
apjiears to have become desperate;
and, if we may trust to the evidence
of the Chronicle of Ingerbe, in the
year 1047 waylaid Matilda in the
streets of Burges as she was returning
from mass, seized her, rolled her in
the dirt, spoiled her rich array, and,
not content with these outrages, struck
her repeatedly, and rode off at full
speed. This Teutonic method of courtship, according to our author, brought
the affair to a crisis; for Matilda, either
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THE FLIGHT O F T I M E .

Miss Gertrude Mitchell, of Liverpool,
eighteen years of age, has won the first
place in all Riiglaud and Wales in the examinations for the Queen's scholarship,
against about 4,750 competitors.

"rciiija'.'</"(/"•'' f*"i<l f ' c Honuuis;
Yes, alas! 'tis t l c o t i n g o n ;
I'lver coming,
Ever going,
Lite is short and soon 'tis gone.
But as I think of n e x t vacation,
Poring o'er these lessons h u g e ;
Ever harder.
Ever longer,
.Mil say is, " L e t her fuge."
^ ,

<$•

, ,

E X C H A N G E ITEIVIS.
Thrasher is the appropriate name of
a school teacher in Hickory county,
Indiana.
In some of the cycdone-blowing States
of the West the people are afraid to have
a high school.
An ounce of keep-your-mouth-shut is
better than a pound of explanation after
you have said it.
Teacher : "How is the world divided /"'
Small boy : "Between them that's got it
and them that wants it."
The Lniversitv of Pennsylvania now
has 2,17.'i students and 277 professor.a,
lecturers and other instructors.

<^
Cornell is endeavoring to form a tiebating league with Columbia, Pennsylvania and the Univer.aity of Michigan.
The president of tlie University of Wisconsin offers three prizes for tbe best
college song written by a s t u d e n t of t h a t
imiversitv.
'Lives of croakers all remind us
We can make o n r lives a post,
-\nd, departing, leave behind ns
Feelings of relief and r e s t . "
— E.riiminit.

I

According to expert calculations, t h e
old Roman Colosseum could seat 87,000
spectators, while 'iO.OOO more could find
•standing room.
.\ memoiial is to be sent to Congress
asking that a National Academy be
founded on the site of t h e World's
Cohnnhian h^xposition.

Thirty-eight per cent, of the giris attending the various high schools in Berlin are said to be Jews. Twenty-four per
cent, of all the pupils attending the
gymnasia or colleges there are Jews.
T h e college yell is a purely American
invention and is unknown in other countries. I n I'^ngland the students simply
cheer or scream the name of their college
or university. No attempt is made at a
rhythmical measured yell as in this
countrv.
The largest State building in the United
States and the seventh largest building
in the world is the State capitol of Texas.
It was begun in 1881 and finished in 1888.
It cost i?;^,.")00,000, and was paid for by
.•),O0O,OOO acres of public land deeded to
the capitalists who had the work done.

<$>
The endowment of §2.50,000 prescribed
by the Harvard overseers as a condition
to the incorporation of the Harvard Annex for Women has been raised through
the efforts of the ladies of Boston and
Cambridge interested in the higher education of women. The name of the annex has been changed to Radclilfe College. Its diplomas will hereafter bear
the .se9,l of the university and be countersigned by its president.

LOCAL AND

PERSONAL.

A happy New Year to all our readers.
Mr. G. T. Self is still suffering from the
grippe.
Prof. Hamilton is among the victims of
the grippe.
Mr. Dave Thrasher has about recovered
from the grippe.
The class in chemistry has had its
photogi-aph taken.
Misses Lizzie Austin and Hattie Lynch
are home for t h e holidays.
Miss Keck has about recovered from
the grippe, and has returned home.
Next Collegiate will give the names of
the others who have had or will have the
grippe.
Rev. E. N. Bell and the grippe "met at
Ph'lippi." The grippe, like Brutus, Avas
vanquished.
The junior class are preparing a
"farce," which they will i:)resent after
the holidays.
Mr. Walter Winters is a junior in Colgate University, and expects to graduate
there next year.
Our Christmas vacation began with
Friday, December 22d. All are grateful
for a season of rest.

<S>

<5>

All English-speaking people refer to
the moou as " s h e " and the sun as "he;"
in Hindoo mythology, however, the "goddess of night" is a male deity, supposed
to be the son of the patriarch Atri, a
young man who was transferred to the
realms of space, because he was too good
to be associated with other human beings.
The Malays, Siamese and several classes
and castes of the Chinese, speak of the
moon as the great milk-curd or butterball, wdiicli arose from the primeval sea
of milk when it was churned by the gods
to procure the much-prized " beverage of
immortality."

Adj. A. R. Bogue, Lieut. Bond and
Bugler Estes have been suffering from
grippe, but are convalescent.

A bill has been introduced into Congress for increasing to one hundred t h e
number of army officers who may be
detailed by Congress as military instmctorsof ecdleges.

T h e spacious a n d c o m m o d i o u s dining r o o m at Stetson H a l l is rapidly
b e c o m i n g too small for the proper
a c c o m m o d a t i o n of the students.

In the (ierman University a student's
matriculation card shields him from
'"•rest, admits, him at half price to the
tlieatres and takes him free to t h e art
galleries.

through the

When

looking for t h e
new

Riles beheld a r a i n b o w

Lieut.

upon Venus,

a n d Mr. Mueller saw the
tions."

first time

telescope,

"endenta

Mr. Robert Lovell led the Christian
Endeavor prayer meeting at the Baptist
Church on t h e third Sunday.
Stetson House of Commons is planning
to have a mock trial soon after the holidays. Some fun is anticipated.
Misses Edith Harkness, Hattie Harkness and Edith Walker spent their vacation at the home of Mr. Stetson.
During the last two or three weeks
before vacation the young ladies were
very busy making Christmas presents.
Miss Vander Hooges spent part of the
holidays at St. Augustine. Miss Zu Tavern visited at Emporia for a few days.
The other members of the faculty spent
the vacation at DeLand.
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Mr. A. L. Abercrombie is stdl attending Colgate Univei-sity. He seems delighted with his work and his surroundings.
A certain student who was suffering
i r o m the grip was advised to try "sachet
powdei-s." How does that sound for a
senior ?
T h e students at the dormitories all left
on Friday, the 22d, except Misses Ricker,
Galligus and Barrelle, and Messi-s. Bell
and Hamilton.
Mr. John B. Stetson and family arrived
in DeLand on December l-i. They were
accompanied bv ^Irs. Harkness, the
mother of Misses Edith aud Hattie HarkRev. N. B. Plummer was compelled to
leave school for a time on account of
granulated eyelids. We hope to see him
back soon and able to continue bis
studies.

<^
Messrs. C. P. Hamilton and C. M.
Brokaw spent part of tbe vacation working for Mr. Clake on the new colored
Baptist Church, which is now about
completed.
The essay's of the seniors which have
been read at rhetorical exercises have
been exceptionally fine. W e are expecting some splendid orations and essays at
next cciimencement.
Prof. G. M. Forbes, of Rochester, N.Y.,
twin brother of Dr. J. F. Forbes, arrived
in DeLand on Decemher 20th, accompanied by his wife. They will spend two
weeks or more at DeLand.
'91. Miss Mary E. Hawley has been
visiting friends in DeLand. We understand that Miss Hawley is to be one of
the speakers at the State Teachers' Association, which meets on January 2d at
Gainesville.
We regret that we have not at
the program for the last rhetorical
cises. We will give it next time,
ever. All wdio have attended the
cises recently pronounce the work
excellent.

hand
exerhowexerdone

'92. Mr. Jay Felt is spending his vacation at Emporia, and has paid DeLaud a
two days' visit.
Mr. Felt expects to
graduate from Wake Forest this year
with the degree of B. S. We wish him
success.

<^
Mr. Carruthers, who was suffering severely from the grippe, determined that
he would not remain iu the dormitory

during the holidays, but that he must go
home and see mamma and '"Cousin
Mary."
Miss LaCuta : ''Did you ever see a perforated m a n ? " Mr. Dull of Perception :
"A w h a t ? " M s s LaCuta : " A perforated
man ; they had them at the World's
Fair—men that have turned to stone—
didn't thev. Miss L.?"
Prof. Hamilton conducted the last students' prayer me: ting before the holidays. His subject was "Of What Use Is
the Bible"?" He pointed out some of the
uses by reading passages from the Bible
itself. The meeting was a helpful and
an enjoyable one.
If our readers think that this issue of
the Collegiate is not as good as it should
be, they will please lay part of the blame
therefor upon tbe grippe; as both the
editor-in-chief and the local editor have
been its victims recently.
President Forbes delivered an address
at the Baptist Churcli vn the evening of
the second Sunday in December. His
theme was " T h e Right Theory of Life."
It is needless to say t h a t the address was
an able one, or that it was thoroughly
enjoved bv those who heard it.
The party of students going south (ui
Friday had to wait at DeLand Junction
about three hours for the belated train.
There were no seats or accommoda;ious
whatever, but the students made the best
of the situation and cultivated the grace
ofpatimce—at least they tried to do .so.
By the way, what has become of all our
student poets? Two years aao there
were half a dozen students who delighted
iu making rhymes and jingles. This year
we have only been able to di.«cover the
traces of one or two. Are our students
becoming: less poetic, or are they so
modest t h a t they do not want the vulgar
crowd to read their verses? We think
there is another and a deeper reason, but
will keep our own counsel.
On Thursday, December 2Sth, the Sunday School of the Baptist Church gave a
social and supper at the gymnasium and
Stetson Hall. About 150 people gathered
first at the gymnasium, where they engaged in games and conversation for
about an hour. They then took their way
to the dining room of Stetson hall and
partook of a bountiful supper, after
which they returned to the gymnasium
and the children had their "Christmas
pie," which proved to be composed of
bags of candy.

T h e following have been elected offl.
cers of Stetson House of Commons for the
present ipuirter: E. N. Bell, speakeiA. R. Bogue, c l e r k : N. B. Plummer,
chaplain ; Pierce Hamilton, sergeant-atarms. Mr. F . C. IMwards was appointed
Prime Minister. Mr. Lovell will had the
opposition. The House now meets in the
room of the defunct Stetson Literary Society. At the last meeting a resolution
endorsing the Hawaiian i)olicy of President Cleveland was introduced and provoked a warm discussion. A considerable majority of the members supported
the resolution.
The beautiful i)oeni, '•Halloween, ortlie
Sacred Hens," has attracted wide-spi-ead
attention, and numei'ous ini|uiries concerning the a u t h o r have been received at
our offi(;e. All seem to be anxious that
he should try his wings ajjain in the
atmosphere of vei*se and rhyme. The
young man who was " lying on his
tumbled bed and dreaming ot the hour
when tho Greek his knee in supidiani'e
should bend," say.«,. however, that the
poet was mistaken, for it was scpiawking
instead of cackling, and roostei.s, nnt
hen.s, t h a t arouseil him from his .slmnbers.
Poetry is not .•-trictly iu tlu' line of the
local editor, perhaps, but the following
gem is so musical, and of such literary
merit, t h a t he feels it his duty to give the
readers of the Collegiate an opportunity
t o ' p e r u s e it. The author is so modest
that he will not permit his name to be
given:
" U p o n a m i d n i g h t , dark and lircary, as 1
pondered, weak and weary.
O'er m a n y a volume of forgotten lore,
Suddenly I heard a gnawing, gnawing,
As of some one clawing, clawing. ;U my pliamb e r door.
'Twas only s(mie poor rut choving at in)
c h a m b e r door,
Onlj' this and n o t h i n g more.
Still clawing, clawing, at my chamber door,
Gnawed t h e rat f o r e v e r m o i e . "

Some writers on the curiosities of animal nomentdature, tell us that the
reason we call a feline of ceiTain markings of color a " t a b b y " cat, is because
Tabitha was the goddess of the crooked
claw species. In a curious old work
printed in London in IGOO, entitled
" N a m e s Ai)plied to Animate Things,"
the following seems to explain the tabby
cat enigma: '-The term 'tabbic cat'is
derived from A t a b , a famous street in
Bagdad, a city of the Orient. This street
is inhabited by the manufacturers of a
silken stuff called 'atabi,' the waved
markings of the watered silk resemhling
a cat's coat. From that we call all cats
so marked 'atab,' 'atabbie,' or simply
'tabbie cati.' "—Selected.
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WHEN

I GET

TIME.

When I get time—
I know what I shall do,
I'll cut t h e leaves of all my books.
And read them through and through.
"When I get time—
I'll write some lettei"s then
That I have owed for weeks and weeks.
To many, many men.
When I get time—
I'll pay those calls I owe,
And with those bills, those countless bills
I will not be so slow.
"When I get time—
I'll regulate my life
In such a way that I may got
Ac(iuainted with my wife.
When I get time—
Oh, glorious dream of bliss 1
A month, a year, t e n years from now—
But I can't finish this—
I have no time.
—C7i)•/.>•(id)i

STORY OF A CITY'S

Iiidcr.

NAME.

EXT month the city of Atlanta,
(ieorgia, will celebrate the fiftieth
aimivei'sary of its incorporation. I t
was originally named ^larthasville, after
the youngest daughter of Governor William Lumpkin, and the lady, now Mrs.
Campton, is still living in Athens. Georgia, at t h e age of sixty-six, and has lost
none of her cleverness with years.
She has in her possession a letter written by her father in 185-3, in which he
tells the story of the city's oi i»in.
He was one of the most distinguished
Georgians of his day, twice governor
of the State, twice a member of Congress, and for one term a United States
Senator.
" In 1842, he and Chief Engineer C. F. M.
Garnett selected as the terminus of the
State raib'oad a ))iece of forest upon which
the city of .Atlanta has grown up.
The land was found to belong to Samuel Mitchell, of Pike county, who offered
to give the land needed for railroad buildings, and five acres were accepted by Gov,
Lumpkin.
Mr. Mitchell then desired to have a
town laid out, and he and Colonel Garnett were in favor of calling it Lumpkin,
but the owner of that name strongly objected. They then in.sisted on calling it
Marthasville, after his daughter.
It was incorporated under that name
in 1843, but four years later the name was
changed to Atlanta, at the suggestion of
J. Edgar Thompson, afterward president
of the Pennsylvania Railroad, but at the
time chief engineer of the Georgia road.
By a curious coincidence, the very similar name of Atalanta had also been given

N

to j\Ii-s. Campton. Her mother named her
Martha Wilson, but when she was eight
months old a careless nurse placed h e r o n
one of the large sills of a new house and
there left her.
J u s t as she was about to fall, instinct
told her to rise and walk away, she says,
and she did so, though she had never
taken a step before.
Thereupon her
father added Atalanta to her name, after
the swift-footed Greek maiden.
An old negro servant to this day never
calls her anything but "]Miss -Vtty," and
her name is recorded in the family Bible
as Martha A. Wilson Lumpkin.
Mrs. Campton has no grievance against
the people who changed the name of
Marthasville, and even says that Atlanta
is a more ap]>ropriate name for a great
city, but her father's letter, written in
IS.JS, shows that he was very angry over
the change, and attributed it to t h e malicious envy of some of his enemies.—
Golden Dai/s.
ANIMALS AND

WEATHER.

The tortoise is not an animal one
would naturally fix upon as likely to be
afraid of rain, but it is singularly so.
Twenty-four houi-s or more before rain
falls the Gallapagos tortoise makes for
some convenient shelter.
On a bright,
clear morning, when not a cloud is to be
seen, the denizens of a tortoise farm on
the African coast may be seen .sometimes
heading for the nearest overhanging
rocks. When that happens, the proprietor knows that rain will come down during the day, and, as a rule, it comes down
in torrents. The sign never fails. This
presentation, to coin a word, which exists in many birds and beasts, may be
explained partly from the increasing
weight of the atmosphere when rain is
forming, j)artly by habits of living, aud
partly from the need of moisture which
is shared by all.
The American cat-bird gives warning
of an approaching thunder-storm by sitting on the low branches of the dogwood
tree (whether this union of the feline
with the canine is invariable the deponent sayeth not) and uttering curious
notes. Other birds, including the familiar robin, it is said, give similar evidence
of impending weather changes.—Selected.
BURNING

PAPER

MONEY.

With the Bank of England, the destruction of its notes takes place about
once a week, and at 7 p. ra. I t used to be
done in the daytime, but made such a
smell that the neighboring .stockbrokers
petitioned the governors to do it in the
evening.

Tho notes a r e previously canceled bv
l)uncliinga liole through the amount (iii
figures) and tearing olf the signature of
the chief cashier. The notes are burned
in a closed furnace, and the only agencv
employed is shavings and bundles of
wood. They used to be burned in a cage,
the result of which was thiitoncea week
the city was tlarkened with burned
frafrment.s of notes.
The number of notes coming into the
Bank of England every day is about
.")0,000, and 3.~)0,n00 are destroyed every
week, or something like 18,000.OOOeverv
year.
The stock of paid notes for five ye:u>
is about 77,74.'),000 in number, and they
fill 13,400 boxes, which, if placed side by
side, would reach two and one-third
miles. If the notes were i)laced iu a
pile, they would reach to a height of
five and two-thirds miles; or, if joined
end to end, would form a libbon 1'2,4.')5
miles long.—Ooldni Days.
AUSTRIAN

PRESS

CENSORSHIP.

T h e editor of a small i)rovincial print
was either in great difficulty to find a fit
subject for his leading article, or else was
too inttMit U|x>n other business or upon
j)leasure, to jirovide one. The bust mom e n t bad come and the editor was in despair. He tortured his brain in vain,when
he was suddenly inspired with a liaj)py
thought and dashed off the following
lines: "After carefully perusing the leading article written for tho present number by one of tbe ablest of our contributors, we have arrived at tlu; conclu.sioii
that it may be misinterpreted by the
authorities and regarded as an attack
upon the Government. We ourselves
consider it to be perfectly innccent, but
as we are unwilling, for our readei"s'
sake as well as for our own, to have onr
newspaper confiscated, we have very unwillingly, though as we think prudently,
resolved to withdraw the articb'. This
must serve as the apology to our readers
for the blank space in our present bssue.''
The journal was publi.shed in the evening, and t h e sly editor, after performing
this smart little piece of stratagem, left
t b e office in high good humor with him.self As soon as he arrived in the office
t h e following morning, a clerk came U])
to him with a doleful expression and
said: " H e r r Redaktor, the paper is confiscated by the police!" "For what reason?" said the astonished editor. "For
malicious ridicule of t h e institutions of
the Austrian empire by the omission
of the leading article," replied the m a n . Selected.

TOO CURIOUS BY

HALF.

URIOSITY is a failing of human nature, and it has sometimes been
noticed in the,lower animals. There
have been cases, however, in which it
bas been satisfied in rather an unexpected way, as a dog in a certain city found
recently. He is a pug, answering to the
name of Fido, and this is the story of his

C

mishap:
Two ladies, who were in charge of
Fido, boarded a street car one day, and
seated themselves in the rear end. There
were few people in the car, and Fido proceeded to amuse himself by r u n n i n g up
and down on the carpeted seats, much to
the annoyance of the conductor, who informed the ladies t h a t the rules of tbe
company prohibited dogs from oct-upyimr
seats, and that he must come down.
The owner cast a look of defiance ul
tbe conductor, which plainly signified
that not even her husband dared to suggest the curtailment of Fido's privileges,
and that of course, such an act would
not be tolerated from any other man.
The dog remained on t h e seat, and
passengers getting on the car took seats
on the oppo.-ite side, which was soon
filled. Soon an old gentleman carrying
an innoccntdooking small cardboard
box, got on, took a seat in the forward
end of the car, and deposited the box
beside him.
Several holes had been punched in
the sides of the box and one on top, evidently to give the occupant air. Fido
was soon cognizant of the fact tluit he
had company, and, aiiproachiiig the box,
gave a suppressed bark, and placed his
nose at one of the openings in t h e side.
In his eagerness to investigate, he
nearly j)ushed the box from the seat—
an act of inquisitiveness t h a t caused tbe
ladies to smile, wdiile the old man, who
was evidently wrapped in meditation,
continued to stare at the fioor.
Theoitening in the top of the box was
larger than those in t h e sides, and Fido,
allowing his curiosity to overcome his
discretion, pushed his little black nose
iigainst the lid with considerable vigor.
Immediately there was a yelp t h a t
startled the passengers, and the dog
turned a somersault and landed on the
floor in the centre of the car, carrying
the box with him.
The old gentleman's opportunity had
come at last. Seizing the box he gave
it several energetic jerks, while one of
the ladies gathered Fido by the heels
and screamed.
Of course they were soon separated,
hut as a result of the encounter, the
blood flewed copiously from . the ad-
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venturesome dog's nose, while Polly—for
the occupant of tbe box proved to be a
big Mexican parrot—gave vent to a
torrent of screams and yells that completely drowned all the noises in that
vicinity.

parrot" into the car, got off, presumably
to search for a veterinary surgeon to
patch up the injured canine's nose.—
Golden Dayn.

<S>
0
<$>

T H E VOICE O F T H E SWAN.

<5>
<S>
0

A
rierry
Christmas
and
Happy

T

H E story that tells of swans singing
before death must have had its
origin in some poetic fancy, as it is
very old. Unfortunately for its truth,
the swan, although a remarkably graceful
bird, has an extremely harsh voice, without a single musical note in it.
If not intended as a bit of sarcasm, calling Pindar tbe "Heliconian Swan of
Thebes," Virgil the "Swan of Mantua,"
and Shakespeare the "Swan of Avon,"
seems ridiculous. The only approach to
a verification we have ever seen is the
foUow'ing, taken some years ago from a
Virginia newspaper:
"A sporting friend, recently returned
from a foray upon the Potomac river, below Mount Vernon, w'as the guest of a
venerable and highly intelligent lady,
who has alway.'i lived ou the Potomac.
Speaking of the sw^an, she gave it as her
decided opinion that this bird was in the
habit of singing or making a plaintive
noise when dying. The reason she gave
for entertaining this belief was that on
the very many occasions in the last fifty
years she had been awakened at night by
a sweet and exceedingly sad noise, something like the tones of a flageolet coming
over the water, and that on every subsequent morning a dead swan was found
to be floating on the water, or to have
been washed ashore.—Golden Days.

EVERY KIND O F P A P E R .

New
Year
t

<s>

I

The old gentleman, with a smile of
intense satisfaction [daying across his
face, settled down iu his seat, while tbe
owner of the mutilated pug, after muttering something about it being an outrage to h r i n g such "a monster as t h a t

Paper can be manufactured from almost anything that can be pounded into
pulp. Over fifty kinds of bark are said
to be used, and banana skins, bean stalks,
pea vine?, cocoanut fibre, clover and
timothy hay, straw, sea and fresh water
weeds, aud many kinds of grass are all
applicable. It has also been made from
hair, fur and AVOOI, from asbestos which
furnishes an article indestructible by fire,
from hop plants, from husks of any and
every kind of grain. Leaves make a good
strong paper, -while the husks and stems
of Indian corn have also been tried, and
almost every kind of moss can be made
into paper.
There are i)atents for making paper
from sawdust and shavings, from thistles
and thistledown, from tobacco stalks and
tanbark. I t is said that there are over
2,000 patents in this country covering
the manufiicture of paper.—SeZecied.
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BURKE, FITZSIMONS. HONE S CO,
R O C H E S T E R ,

Buy Dry Goods at

BETWEEN NEW YORK AND CHICAGO.

Reference: Prof. John F. Forbes, of the John B. Stetson Universitv.

B. M. Miller.

DeLand, Fla.
R. B. HUGHES, Proprietor.

F . C. A u s t i n .

Ijivery 1 peed Stable.

MILLER & AUSTIN,
Attorneys-at-Law.

H. A. T A N N E R , Prop.
OlBces 1 and 2 Hill Building^. DeLand, Fla.

DeLand, Fla.

S E W E L L P. HAYS,
This is a strictly first-cla.«s Hotel and one of
t h e most popular in South Florida. I t is
located in a pi-ivate park on t h e very highest
Kround in t h e l i t y . I t is surrounded by towering' pines, oranife trees and o t h e r tropical
plants I t is the ui'arest house to the depot.
I t is eleaantly furnished and is noted for its
e.xcellent table. For terms, e t c , address as
above.

New Yor^ Mar^^t!

V.

W H O CARRY T H E L A R G E S T A N D BEST
ASSORTED STOCK OF G E N E R A L DRY
GOODS, CiVRPETS AND M I L L I N E R Y

the Ridit Price ? i
jJDtel Parceland

N.

A t t o r n e y and Counsellor

Miller niock.

Dt'Lanii, Fla.

C. P. WOLF,

Horses for gale or ExcliaqgB.
E.

W E I N D T ,

Dealer in

WELLS ^ 8UMMERL1N, Props.
Noi'thern and Southern Meats.

Hotels a u d

R e s t a u r a n t s supplied a t short notice.

Upholsterer,

D e a l e r s in

HORSES A N D MULES

Northern and
Southern Meats,
Pork Sausage, Etc.
DeLand,

-

Practical

Florida.

Bought, Sold and Exchanged.

Irrigating Plants
of all Sizes,
Practical Plumbers
and Machinists.
Wells of any size aud depth p u t down on
short notice. Manufacturers of Galvuniyed
Tanks and Well T u b i n - . F-pecial attention
Kiven to the repabin.g-of all kinds of machinery. Agents for A KRMOTORS.

and Carriage
Trimmer

P. C. HAyBERGER,

DeLand, Fla.

FINICAL & KING M a W a p Work
IIE.^DQUARTERS FOR

Mattress Maker

SCOTT UODGKL\, Proprietor,
MANUFACTURER OF

NA/agons,
Carts
ancS P I O N A / s ,

in DeLand.
With Hand Forged Blades. Handles
Uurable and H a n d s o m e .
Of t h e F i n e s t Steel with Artistic or
Plain H a n d l e s
W i n c h e s t e r and U . M . C. in groat variety.
Siieclal loads for Quail, Rabbits or
Pigeons.
Tlu! l)est grades of Powder, Shot, Shells
and Wads.

The DeLand Hardware Store,
J. E. BIGELOW, Prop.
N e x t to Bank.
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J 33 J
J5J3
3J53

I I I I'pii.'s^^firn^^ce
THE LEADING CONSERVATORY OF
AMERICA.

J)))
35 5 1

Founded by DR. EBEN TOURJEE.
CARL F A E L T E N , Director.

.

. .

r^is^sS^SI In addition to its unequalled musical
' advantages, excellent opportunities
J are also afforded for the study of
'^ Elocution the Fine Arts, and Modern
- - ^^y'^,

iS222§§88888g^r Lcin^Ucl^CS.

(9^iftAiniAA4f»A«»i

THE ADMIRABLY EQUIPPED HOME AFFORDS A SAFE AND
INVITING RESIDENCE FOR LADY STUDENTS,

CaLlondeir

JXL^XXG^

I^ree.

FRANK \A/.

HAL

GENERAL

I

MANAGER,

Franklin Square, Boston, Mass.
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The DaCosta
Printing
Company

Printing
Ruling
Binding
The "Collegiate" is a specimen of work executed by our house.

^

^

^

^

^

•

mimimim
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J . B. CLOUGH, C a s h i e r .

H. H. CLOUGH, P r e s i d e n t .

' LUSIA
UNTY
NK

CAPITAL STOCK,
MAKES

F. E. BOND, S e c r e t a r y .

$50,000.

CaiLECTiONS

FROM ALL P A R T S O F T H E C O U N T R Y

DELAND, FLORIDA,

American National Bank, New York.

^^

DOES A
GENERAL
BANKING
BUSINESS,

First National Bank, Jacksonville, Fla.

Kllcker Bras,;A' «• HUTCHiNsoN,iM, w . Sargent
Real Estate and
Insurance Agent,
Notary Public.

Merchant
Tailors,
DeLAND, FLA.

A Fit Guaranteed.

Cleaning

and Repairing Neatly Done.

Taxes paid and r e n t s collected. Orange
Groves, Town Propevty end Wild
L a n d s . Fine buildin-i- sites
n e a r .John Ii. Stetson
University.

r>Olv£lXTLCl,

F^lCl.

DeLand, Fla.
D e a l e r in

REAb ESTATE
Secretary aiid Treasurer of
The Volusia County Abstract Co.
Titles Perfected and Taxes Paid.
dence solicited.

Correspon-

GROVE
M^\ Putnam'^^^'^^L^^ ^°u^^ FLORAL
HOUSE,
FIRST HOTEL.
D©i:vAT«r>, rsM^ORii^^^.
Largest in the place. Situated in t h o midst
of a ten-acre grove in full b e a r i n g .
Is home-like.
ith the best.
le-like. Table supplied
sui)plied w
wil
Amusements for old and y<:
>'Oung.

No Pleasanter Quarters lo lie Poilnd.

Near the Coilrt Hoilse,
Laroe Rooms, Pleasant LoGation,
TaMe Pirst-Glass,
Terms ReasonaMe,
Special Rates by the
Week or Month.
MRS. C. C. TURNER, Manager.

I H, Hauward SILAS B,
I'OH A L I T T L E MONEY.

AGENT

Ooneral I n s u r a n c e Agency,

Boulevard, DeLand, Fla.

J. C. BAIRD, Prop.

OL UUi

Only Exclusive
Furniture Dealers
in Volusia County.

Parlor Orga>n

FIRE, ACCIDENT ANO L I F E ,

Newly Re-litted and Re-furuislied.
Everything First-Class.
Open the Year Round.
Rates Reasonable.

WRIGHT,iJ I 1 I i r l l u l l

FURNISHES YOU A F I N E

. He insiiics you from loss of it b y lire. H e
insures yon against accident while you play
|t. He insnres y o u r Ufe as long as you love
Its music. I n d e m n i t y t h e best.

DeLand, Fla.

DeLand, Fla.

We keep in stock a full and complete line
of everything pertaining- t o o u r line of business, including- Chamber and Parlor Suits,
Side Boards. Wardrobes, lied and Single
Lounges, llefriirei'ators, Spriny Beds and Mattresses, Chift'oniers, Mat tin>;s, Carpets, Desks,
Mosquito Canopies, E t c .

P. 0. Box 116.

DeLand, Fla.
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TO GET THE LOWEST
CASH PRICES ON THE
FINEST GOODS, GO TO

oo®©o©o©©e©©©©^^o®©©©©^'

BUSHNELL'S

B
China, Pottery,
Cut Glass,
Plated .-Sterling Silver
Cutlery,
g ^ ° A most complete assortment in every
Department.

331
333
333
333
333
333
333
333
333
333
333
333
333
333
333
333
•333
3J3
333
333
333
333
333
333
3»3
331

"WHITE FRONT" Grocery,

PI

STUDENTS
'^~":^ '^~:^ rp-^V-^

Buj' Y'onr

STATIONERY ««fK';;s„..

^^
*

*^*
*^^

Elizabeth HaU.
F U L L S U P P L Y ON HAJJD.

>' 'Vr •»

Pilrest Clieniicals,
Pilll and Honest Weitjtil
Best IVIeclianiGal Condition,
Line and Let Line Prices.
Simon Pure Chemical
Fertilizer Works,

I ?5

W. H. GLENNY I CO.

etc
ccc
tec
ccc

Seren-stopy Brown Stone Building,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

CC(
Mail Orders P r o m p t l y Attended to.

CC(

E. 0. PAINTER & CO., PROP'RS,

mmn

Goods always guaranteed to be as represented that come I'rom

,1C

J. T CLAKE,

^ ^ A^ -

: * "-O-"»

f

^
^^• m
'^•i.

Lamps and Shades,
Onyx Tables,
House Fur ng (joods,
Etc., etc.
i ^ ~ A most complete a s s o r t m e n t in every
Department.

^

m^^m^^m^^^^^^^^^^^^^^i^^^n^

A,

I WILLIAMSON, Wl. 0..

STUART LYON, M. D.,

HOMCEOPATHIST.
PHYSICIAN AXD SURGEON,

Obstinate and Chronic Diseases a Specialty. '
omce and Rooms in
Old Bank Building, DeLand Fla.

^^'"^'^. ""'^^^ =

'' " ' " • ' " ' " "^^

1 to .5 p. m.

Office: City Building, opp. Court House.

BUILDER OF

UNIVERSITY
DELAND,

BUILDINGS,
FLORIDA.

THE STETSON COLLEGIATE.
BABIES QUICK
AS A W I N K . "

6 7 AND 6 9 WEST
BAY STREET.

;^)fe
. M * / * ' * •> tl 0 0

0. PIERRE HAVENS, i..2\^|RTISTIC FOTOGRAFER
: i.*,i.»,i.* i » ; « ! > I « r « :

^

^

The Largest and Handsomest Establishment in the State.

The Largest Assortment of Views in
. the Southern States.

JflCKSOHVlLiIiE, FliOHlDfl.

KOHN,
FURCHGOTI
&C0.
0RS,

GILLEN & HMS,
Olliee opp. Carrolltcn.

OFFICK HOURS: 0:00 to 12:00 a. m., 2:00 to 4:00

and 7:00 to 8:00 p. m.

H I PLLETTE, % D.,
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,

t^ T H E LEADING

Dry Goods, Carpets, Clothino^ and

«!» >.
»'

•».»

« o«
o » «
» «o

Gents' Furnishing Goods House
OF U A C K S O J ^ V I L I I J E , a n e s h o m i n g t h i s P a l i
one of t h e H a n d s o n n e s t a n d C h e a p e s t l i n e s
of D r y Goods, IVIillinepy, JVIen's, B o y s ' , a n d
C h i l d r e n ' s C l o t h i n g a n d F u r n i s h i n g Goods
e v e r s h o u j n a n d sold in t h e S t a t e of F ' o r i d a .
If you d e s i r e to m a k e a n y p u r c h a s e s in
t h e i r line you c e r t a i n l y e a n n o t do b e t t e r .
S a m p l e s a r e s e n t on a p p l i c a t i o n .

« o«
•J * «]
> ! »

•"•.

Address

* •?' *'
« « fl-'.
•<»!.««'

o o»
« o»

KOHN, FURCHGOTT & CO.
JACKSONVILLE, FLA.

riENTIST-i^

DR, W, H, ME88IMR
East Indiana Avenue,
South Side.

ODENTITIS FOR
PAINLESS
EXTRACTION
OF TEETH.

JOHflP.STODDKRDJ.D.,

W o r - l x ; <:5-u.e«Lreim.t;ee<a.,

E881NG'8-i^

QTEWflRT ^ BLY,

Crown and Bridge Work a Specialty.

GEN ERA I,

PraGiilioiier of fllediciiie and Silrgerij

BARBER SHOP

OPPICK: Old Post Office Building.
KKSIDKNCE : Corner of Clara and Minnesota
Avenues,

Klapp's Row, Boulevard.
PRICES:

gED. I WffLTON, M. D.,
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,
Boulevard, DeLand, Fla.
SPECIALTY : Throat and Lungs.

nDUM GORELL'8 SALE STABLE.
HORSES AND MULES
for Sale and to Let. Passengers and baggage
transterred to any part of the city Fine
livery turnouts and heavy hauling. Orangr
groves worked and cared for.
I>^I_,ei.n.<ai- r M e i .

DeLand, Florida.
Special attention ^nven t<> the treatment of
Chronic Ui.seases and Konoral olHce practice.

Pliotopplier^ DeLand, Fla.

SHAVING, 10 Cents.
HAIR-CUTTING, 20 Cents.
SHAMPOOING, 20 Cents.

ATTORNEYS-AT-LAW,
NOTARIES PUBLIC.
Isaac A. Stewart.

Office in Bank Building.
Egford Bly.

plTY TONSORIflL PHRLORS.

If you want the best shave that is to be had
in the city, go to VAUGHN'S BARBER
SHOP. Ladies' hair dressing done in neat
style ^^"I
Razors , and
sharpened.
am
•\Vlien
in town non
don'tr luu
fail to
pi ver mu
me auan.
a call. ouji^.
When ni
lu t;i\
Vii shears
"".V r"
™ViiriP inI thp
With an experience of tliiity-thriH" years in . prepared to do all work ui my hne m the
thejDuslness, I guarantee ^=[|i|!;i'^'^i';;;'jl^'i^'G''.''J' j ^^'*^'* '*^'^^j . V. VAUGHN.

THE STETSON COLLEGIATE.

JOHN B. STETSON
^UNIVERSITY
« • DELAND, FLORIDA, •#•
Organized under a Special Charter, granted by the Legislature, to estab"" lish in Florida a Christian School for Both Sexes, INFERIOR
TO NONE in the country in Rank and Character.

FIVE DEPARTMENTS

•

•

t

t

•

COLLEGE, ACADEMIC, NORMAL,
ART AND MUSIC

--^

•A T)\J
A N T A P P ^ • ^ ^ exceedingly beautiful location. Excellent church and Subbath
l \ U V l \ l \ 1 i l v J i v O . school facilities. A moral, refined and cultured community. New
and handsomely appointed buildings, lighted by electricity, heated by steam, giving the most complete material equipment for educational work in the State. A faculty of .seventeen live, progressive
teachers of liberal culture, wide experience and marked success. Laboratory work iu all i)ractical
branches. Reading room for students, with over fifty of the leading periodicals of the country constantly on file. An excellent working library of 5,000 volumes carefully selected and containing a
magnificent collection of bound periodical literature, which virtually includes compk^te sets of the
leading American magazines and reviews. A most successful Department of Music, in which the
methods of leading conservatories are used. A spacious Gymnasium, completely equipped with Sargent's apparatus, containing the largest variety of the most approved appliances for all kinds of
physical exercise to be found in Florida. A valuable Department of Physical Culture, in which daily
class exericise in gymnastics is provided for the young ladies and a military drill for the young gentlemen. Everything connected with the institution is of the very best, and parents may feel assured that
their children, if entered here, will receive unsurpassed advantages of home and general culture.

J. F. FORBEIS,

PRESIDENT.

